Abstract-We designed and evaluated SplitVectors, a new vector field display approach to help scientists perform new discrimination tasks on large-magnitude-range scientific data shown in three-dimensional (3D) visualization environments. SplitVectors uses scientific notation to display vector magnitude, thus improving legibility. We present an empirical study comparing the SplitVectors approach with three other approaches -direct linear representation, logarithmic, and text display commonly used in scientific visualizations. Twenty participants performed three domain analysis tasks: reading numerical values (a discrimination task), finding the ratio between values (a discrimination task), and finding the larger of two vectors (a pattern detection task). Participants used both mono and stereo conditions. Our results suggest the following: (1) SplitVectors improve accuracy by about 10 times compared to linear mapping and by four times to logarithmic in discrimination tasks; (2) SplitVectors have no significant differences from the textual display approach, but reduce cluttering in the scene; (3) SplitVectors and textual display are less sensitive to data scale than linear and logarithmic approaches; (4) using logarithmic can be problematic as participants' confidence was as high as directly reading from the textual display, but their accuracy was poor; and (5) Stereoscopy improved performance, especially in more challenging discrimination tasks.
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INTRODUCTION
Q UANTUM physics measurements and simulations produce data with large ranges: the order of magnitude differences between the largest and smallest numbers can be 10 9 or more [1] . Linear mappings of the numerical values to a vector in a visualization environment lead to small nonzero-data that are invisible and to large data too large to be seen (Fig. 1a) . The information-rich virtual environment (IRVE) approach can successfully display numerical values as text attached to each vector location to produce more accurate reading [2] ; however, for dense scientific data, displaying more than a few hundred labels can be prohibitive (Fig. 1c) . The logarithmic approach is common in engineering and science. Logs, however, are not linear and require some mental calculation of the real values, which may produce a greater mental workload (Fig. 1b) . Fig. 1 illustrates problems with these conventional approaches that motivate our new visualization (Fig. 1d) , which remains robust for any magnitude range.
Data encoding needs to address analysis tasks. Scientists' comprehension of complex visualization requires more than just qualitative tasks of pattern detection: they also must perform quantitative discrimination tasks, e.g., reading particular numerical values and seeing how much one value differs from another [3] originally introduced by [4] . Traditional tasks in pattern detection are qualitative, requiring only two or three choices (larger, smaller or equal), and are, therefore, relatively easy to visualize. In analyzing quantum physics simulation results, physicists go through the following analysis stages: 1) develop an understanding of the large-scale global overview; 2) build a qualitative understanding of pattern distributions; 3) study the differences between or within datasets to understand extremes, ratios, and value distributions in certain regions; and 4) extract scientific insights about their data. Therefore, a visualization must support both detection (1 and 2) and discrimination (3) in order to support discovery tasks (4) . This process is also similar to the process of overviewand-details commonly found in other applications [5] .
Very little design and empirical work has been done on complex visualization discrimination and quantitative measure in large-magnitude-range data. In addition, the visualization researchers or practitioners currently have little guidance on which encodings are more appropriate for which tasks and on whether encoding methods can adapt to hardware display features. Though there is extensive research on textual display in IRVEs [6] , [7] , [8] and glyph designs for two-dimensional (2D) data comprehension [9] , [10] , [11] , [12] , the perception of data in three-dimensional (3D) space is different. For example, perspectives in 3D change size perceptions [13] that may or may not be corrected [14] ; also, occlusion influences encoding approaches and the choices of display characteristics [15] . Given this complexity, it is unclear whether or not visual encodings produced for 2D will be usable in 3D.
The goals of this research are to (1) explore new encoding approaches ( Fig. 1) to reduce clutter and to support realworld discrimination tasks and (2) investigate whether a new vector field visualization can lead to more accurate feature analysis in complex physics simulation results. Since this is the first study to compare styled encoding effects, we focus on real-world uses in desktop mono and stereo conditions, so that our results will be directly applicable to quantum physics simulation results analysis tasks. We test both stereo and mono conditions because our collaborators believe that stereo will assist spatial data understanding and have remarked on how much stereoscopic effects can clarify structure.
More specifically, we consider: are there differences in accuracy and efficiency when novel encodings are used compared to the classical linear, logarithmic, and textual approaches? Can the encoding be combined with both stereo and mono display conditions, i.e., stereo and mono, to further improve users' task efficiency and effectiveness? Does the choice of encoding influence discrimination for increasing scientists' confidence in their judgments? Answering these questions will have implications for using encoding and cues in the visualizations of dense simulation results.
Our research contributes to the following:
A new design that lets scientists perform change detection and discrimination tasks for more precise numerical data measurement, Statistical and anecdotal evidence, including time, accuracy, and confidences on the performance of encoding styles and stereoscopy that will be useful in designing future visualization for accurate measurement of complex spatial structures, Explanations of observed performance patterns and implications for design from task-dependent performance measurement, and A first look into the broader issues of display and encoding for showing explicit numerical values and task performance.
RELATED WORK
This section presents research that influences our work in quantitative visualization in metrology or measurement science, visual content or encoding, and stereo-occlusion tradeoffs.
Quantitative Visualization in Metrology
Quantitative visualization is visualization that shows numbers applicable to complex data visualization in scientific domains, as first proposed by Trafton et al. [16] . Quantitative visualization is a central theme in scientific measurement or metrology. Because taking measurements is not always possible in physical experiments, quantification in simulated environments assists scientific validation by enabling many different conditions to be tested and examined [17] . Some tools incorporate interactive two-dimensional (2D) charts and use brushing and linking to link the charts to 3D counterparts that select features and therefore assist data selection [18] . Our purpose here has a similar theme of effective tool-building, but exploits the fundamental effectiveness of encoding approaches instead of the interaction method, following systematic design and validation approaches [19] , [20] .
Visual Content Representation: Perceiving Numerical Values
Discriminating numerical values is fundamentally different from change detection. Tasks in Forsberg et al. included pattern detection to compare large or small and marking particle movement by tracking streamlines [15] . Chen et al. studied quantitative comparison in tensor fields and found that the error rate in quantification remained high [8] .
Despite research on vector field analysis, design and validation for discrimination tasks is rare. The ability to show precise numerical simulation results has been one of the design goals of information-rich virtual environments. Polys et al. showed molecular simulation results that display text labels for association-occlusion tradeoffs [6] . Our work has a similar goal: enabling precise information presentation in 3D environments. Yet, existing approaches will not work in dense visualizations, simply because textual labels in our vector field of study are several orders of magnitude more dense than any of the scenes in previous studies. In the studies by Poly's et al. and Chen et al., about 20 labels are shown on the screen while ours introduces around a thousand.
Glyph Design
A recent review article and associated IEEE VIS 2014 tutorial provide fruitful resources for glyph-based visualization [11] , [21] . Among the various glyph designs, one overarching goal is to display patterns or structures in vector fields common in flow and tensor field analytics. Only recently have researchers begun to consider quantitative representation beyond patterns. Pilar and Ware have provided the most thorough analysis of wind barb glyphs designed to convey precise wind speed and patterns [12] . Accuracy at intervals of five knots is possible. The glyphs coupled streamline width, curvature, and oriented arrows to compose a quantitative glyph with continuous streamlines (versus the classic straight tip lines that show patterns and quantitative information).
Ropinski et al. present a comprehensive survey of 3D glyph design in medical data visualization according to their pre-attentive attributes [22] . This taxonomy is useful to differentiate basic shapes (by changing geometric properties, e.g., size or orientation) and composite glyphs (by specialized mapping often for encoding multivariate attributes). Our design is necessarily related to composite glyphs, as our technique maps a vector magnitude into a two-channel composition such that large-range data can be properly displayed.
Our design idea, to use scientific notation to represent 3D vector fields to generate new glyphs, is mostly inspired by the 2D flow-glyph approaches [23] . A similar design idea of using scientific notation to represent large range data was recently studied by Borgo et al. [10] . However, there has been no direct transfer of empirical study results from 2D to 3D to validate similar visual effects. For example, length is considered one of the most accurate visual attributes for representing quantities in 2D. Length is, however, unstable in 3D, making estimation difficult, as evidenced by some of the distance measures in several solid empirical studies [24] , [25] , [26] . Built on top of existing knowledge, our goal in this work is to measure encoding effectiveness in 3D.
Stereo-Occlusion Tradeoffs
Scientific visualization in Virtual Environments (VEs) has studied display characteristics to answer questions such as how immersion, tracking, and 3D interaction help interpret data. Our work is different in that we explore the visual encoding to learn exactly what must be shown to enable more effective visual discovery in stereoscopic settings. Though it is believed that stereo can assist flow field visualization [15] , [27] , little is known about whether or not stereo affects encoding choices. Forsberg et al. compare glyphs and tube renderings in both stereo and mono conditions and found glyphs are better [15] , but that study only focuses on direct vector field visualization. Novel encoding designs like ours have not been tested in stereoscopic conditions.
Ware and Franck compared rendering in desktop VEs and mono for graph visualization and found stereo and tracking improved performance threefold [27] . Ware's more recent work suggests that humans perceive 2.05D (a bit more than 2D, but not 2.5D or 3D yet) [28] . Using this theory, Alper et al. empirically validated 2.05D design and suggested 2.05D could be sufficient for understanding graph structure [29] . Built on top of this work, our study expands the understanding of new tasks in stereoscopic conditions.
Clutter management has been a fruitful approach to improving usability [30] . To understand legibility, Chen et al. studied pattern recognition in dense diffusion tensor MRI datasets and suggested that participants would not be able to see patterns when density was high, implicating the stereo-occlusion tradeoff [31] . That study expands consideration of the dense conditions. Our research further enlarges the task space to address new discrimination tasks in which users are asked not only which vectors at spatial locations were faster but also how much faster. This expansion may help broaden the task space in many scientific visualizations in stereo and desktop use.
DATA AND TASK ABSTRACTIONS IN QUANTUM PHYSICS
This section presents our first contribution: characterizing the data and tasks in the quantum physics simulations that drive the design and validation process for our new encoding design. We begin with a domain analysis and state the analytical tasks abstracted from the quantum physics simulations in order to improve reusability of our techniques, following user-centered design practices [32] and visualization design methodologies [20] . Our first step is to establish a task taxonomy for activities of scientific interest in metrology in physics; these are driven by uses in quantum physics simulations and are useful for us in systematically designing and validating our encoding methods and guiding our empirical studies.
Data Characteristics
Quantum physicists conduct simulations in order to understand behaviors of quantum dots, which are 10 nanometer (nm) scale crystals carrying a vector quantity called electron spin [33] . Spin is a property of electrons in atoms and is a vector with magnitude and direction. Scientists are interested in quantifing electron states and in how the electrons interact with a magnetic field or other electrons with spin.
In the dataset used in our study, local motion near each atom is computed by solving the quantum mechanical Schr€ odinger equation and is described using the local orbitals of each atom in the computational volume. This computational method provides atomic-scale information about the quantum states. A typical computational volume with the quantum dot and the material surrounding it may contain a million atoms. With this basis, the Schr€ odinger equation is converted from its differential form into a matrix eigenvalue equation. Iterative diagonalization techniques are used to find the eigenstates and energy eigenvalues of interest. Once the eigenstates are found, the spin content of each atom can be determined.
The computational volume used in this study is X : ½À25a; 25a; Y : ½À25a; 25a, and Z : ½À10a; 17a. The distance between two adjacent z layers is 0:25a and in each layer the distances between two adjacent points along the x axis or y axis are 1a (here a is the lattice constance of the material.) Our visualization goal is to show these spins at the sampling mesh.
A major challenge in interpreting the spin attributes lies in the large ranges of spin magnitudes. The range in magnitude for the vector field used in this study is [10 À15 , 10 À4 ]. For a sense of how different the values can be: if a 1 cm visual edge length represents the smallest magnitude (10 À15 ) then the largest vector magnitude (10 À4 ) must be the distance from the Earth to the moon.
Physicists are often interested in data in the range of the level of 10 4 smaller than the maximum to the maximum. And physicists still want to see those smaller vectors in order to validate their simulation results. The large-ranges of magnitude make perceiving the spatial spin distribution difficult. Spin orientation can also be difficult to perceive because the large-magnitude spin vectors can occlude the small-magnitude spin vectors. As a result, this paper focuses on showing magnitude to produce legible vector fields.
Analytical Workflow and Task Characteristics
Using task analysis [34] to ensure ecological or external validity of studies [35] , [36] , we obtain the following measurable low-level tasks: (1)- (3) are classical pattern detection and comparison tasks, while our tasks (5)- (6) are scientific-usespecific pattern discrimination tasks involving the estimation and comparison of quantitative values. Our task (4) is related to both discrimination and detection.
SPLITVECTORS DESIGN
Our second contribution is a way of showing large-range data that allows scientists to perform quantitative discrimination.
Design Aims
We arrived at the following set of encoding aims while designing encoding for large-range data: Aim 1. Represent the entire data range. The data are typically distributed over a large range with a large variance. Encoding and display choices should show all the data. This will allow viewing all of the data in a set of numbers regardless of the order of magnitude. Aim 2. Pixel efficacy. Data complexity may require a properly designed encoding in which pixels used for drawing must be employed economically and without redundancy. Aim 3. Discrimination task effectiveness. Physicists perform both quantitative discrimination and qualitative detection. Aim 4. Ability to use only a few visual channels. Many simulations produce heterogeneous data that may need more than one encoding (e.g., color, size, texture) to show various attributes. We thus attempted to use as few visual dimensions as possible in order to accommodate other variables. Traditional approaches to presentation do not meet all the above requirements. For example, textual display in an IRVE may meet Aims 2 or 3 depending on the visualization but not Aim 1. A conventional linear approach supports Aims 3 and 4 but could be poor for Aims 1 and 2. Logarithmic display supports Aims 1 and 2, but may be poor on Aim 3 due to the loss of linear mapping.
SplitVectors Design Choices
Basic Concept (Figs. 3 and 4). SplitVectors is an encoding method for showing large-range data that satisfies all the design aims listed above. SplitVectors displays the spin magnitude using the two scientific notation terms: the digit term and the exponent term. For example, a magnitude of 1;200;000;000 can be written in scientific notation as 1:2 Â 10 9 , where 1.2 is the digit term and nine is the exponent. Instead of directly drawing a length 1;200;000;000, we represent a vector with the two values 1.2 and 9. Fig. 3 shows these two numerical values encoded as cylinder heights: the large outer cylinder represents the exponent and the inner thinner cylinder represents the digit term. Since we separate the visual representation of the digit and the exponent terms. We call our design SplitVectors. Both negative and positive exponents can be drawn.
Using scientific notation, the digit term is bounded to a real number in the range [1, 10) and the exponent is always an integer. Fig. 4 shows an example representation of our approach supporting the display of large-range data, where the data contains two cutting planes of data in the range [10 À14 , 10 À4 ]. Both small-range and largerange data are visible when displayed with our SplitVectors approach. With the traditional linear approach, the large vector is displayed in a reasonable length but the smaller one is invisible.
Encoding choices (Fig. 5 ). There are many possibilities for displaying the digit and exponent terms, given the common visual dimensions of shape, hue, texture, brightness, and orientation. The design of line encoding initially followed the finding of Forsberg et al. [15] that line-arrow glyphs led to more accurate answers than tubes. Our first encoding is called line-arrow-sphere, where the lengths of the center line represent the digit and the exponent terms. To differentiate these two terms, an arrow is put at the end of the digit and a sphere at the end of the exponent (Fig. 5a ). We quickly found two drawbacks of this line-arrow-sphere method. First, the lines had lower data-ink ratio [37] and tended to Fig. 2 . The data distribution. Due to high data density, this figure marks one point out of every seven points. In other words, the actual data is seven times more dense along each of the three axes. We also color sampling points to show the magnitude distribution. diminish, making the arrows and spheres stand out more and violating Aim 2. Second, our vector field is denser than that in Forsberg et al. [15] and lines could also be occluded by arrows and spheres.
Our second approach is to remove the lines and encode the entire arrow as a long, thin arrow (Fig. 5b) . For this approach, however, human eyes are more sensitive to slopes and viewers might misread the edge of the cones as the vector size. Instead, following the results of Ware and Franck [27] , we used tubes to increase the amount of useful ink (Aim 2) to represent magnitude for our third encoding: the tube-tube design (Fig. 5c) . Here, the two terms in the SplitVectors are depicted using two embedded tubes; the height of the outside tube represents the exponent and the inside the digit term. A pilot study showed that tubes were better than the other two approaches for most tasks, and thus our experiment used this third solution of tube-tube drawing.
In-place legend (Fig. 6 ). Because we are interested in showing length and legend location affects perceived length estimates in 3D, we need to place a legend in the field that maps to magnitude. This also allows us to meet Aim 3 above so that users can perform discrimination tasks beyond pattern detection. It is also interesting to note that a length legend is rarely provided in 3D visualization tools (e.g., Paraview, a common visualization tool, lacks length legends [38] ).
Our original design choice was to align the legend in 3D space with the center plane of the vector field. A pilot study suggested that this was difficult to use, because 3D perspective distorts length, thus making length comparison extremely challenging. We then designed an in-place legend, i.e., placing a legend line in the center line of each vector cylinder glyph, making its color subtly darker than the cylinder glyph. As Fig. 6 shows, the glyphs are transparent and the legends are visible. A legend always represents the 5-unit length. In this way, participants can tell the length more precisely and can also ignore the legend from afar if needed Participants in our pilot studies found this method intuitive and felt the legend did not interfere with the real data.
Color choices (Fig. 6) . We also use color to double-encode length (Fig. 6c) . The colors are chosen from the colorbrewer [39] of the common red-blue colors to differentiate the upper and lower half of the entire data range. Our collaborator liked color representation in the design process due to its clear support of visual grouping. An advantage of our encoding is that colors create banding effects so that each individual unit is clearer.
We did not, however, observe any significant effect of this color band in a pilot study looking at the benefits of the banding design, though participants and our collaborator liked this approach. In the empirical study, we therefore use a single gray color and draw some subtle lines, similar to the 2D tick marks around each tube or cylinder to indicate a unit length (Fig. 6a) .
EVALUATION
We now discuss our experiment on determining quantitatively how effective this new type of visualization is and whether or not it is useful for clutter reduction when coupled with stereo.
Hypotheses
Our hypotheses were:
H1. For large-range data in discrimination tasks, SplitVectors can lead to more accurate readings than linear and log approaches, especially for large-range values in discrimination tasks. H2. For small dynamic range data, SplitVectors and linear methods are likely to show similar accuracy, while log will lead to the least accurate answers due to its nonlinearity. H3. In both stereo and mono conditions, SplitVectors will lead to good task performance in task completion time and accuracy. H4. For discrimination tasks, users' confidence level will be greatest in SplitVectors and text. H5. For discrimination tasks, users' confidence level will be greater in stereo than mono. H6. For discrimination tasks, participants will prefer stereo to mono, especially for the highly cluttered linear approach. H7. For detection tasks, all visualizations will perform equally well regardless of encoding approaches. H8. For detection tasks, all visualizations will perform equally well regardless of stereoscopic conditions.
Independent and Dependent Variables
Our experiment used a 4 Â 2 Â 3 within-subject design with three independent variables: visual encoding method (linear, log, text, and SplitVectors), display conditions (mono and stereo), and tasks (three types). Dependent variables include error and accuracy, task completion time, confidence, data-range sensitivity, and subjective ratings.
Tasks in Empirical Study
Three tasks are selected, the first two tasks are discrimination and the last is detection of magnitude only. The task taxonomy was presented in Section 3.2. We excluded those tasks that (1) might be irrelevant, e.g., "define boundaries" would need orientation information, or (2) might be not interesting or might take too long to finish, e.g., "detect extremes" where participants would need to search for the largest value. We also removed some tasks after a series of pilot studies due to study length (we wanted to limit the study to two hours to avoid fatigue.)
Measurement Metrics
In addition to task completion time and confidence, we did two further types of analysis to help understand the pros and cons of these four encoding approaches and their uses, relevant to measurement science at the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST).
Accuracy measure studies how sensitive a method is to error uncertainty based on the relative error (RE) or fractional uncertainty [40] . The RE is calculated as RE ¼ CorrectAnswer À Participant j Answerj=CorrectAnswer. RE takes into account the value of the quantity being compared and thus provides a more accurate view of the errors. For example, judging numerical values off by 10 would be different when the baseline value is 20 than when it is 1,000: the first should lead to an error of 50 percent but the second to an error of only 2 percent.
The benefit of measuring REs is that it gives a more accurate interpretation of our design methods than correctness, since we can perturb REs when scientists need some uncertainty in answers. Participants' answers are considered "correct" if the relative error falls in a certain range of uncertainty. For example, when the correct answer is 10, an answer of 9 or 11 is considered correct when the allowable relative error is 10 percent.
Data-range sensitivity analysis computes the sensitivity of a visualization method to the data range. For example, we expect that reading 9:2 Â 10 10 will take no longer than reading 9:2 Â 10 1 using our SplitVectors approach; yet a traditional approach may need much longer time when reading the larger value. Analyzing the time differences in the dynamic range can help us understand how accuracy is affected by the scale of data.
This measure helps address our hypothesis H1, as we did not anticipate that SplitVectors would increase time for smaller ranges and would significantly improve task performance for large dynamic range data, since we are interested in methods that work in large range conditions. To validate our approach, we want to demonstrate that it would behave well with a more normal range as well. In other words, we hope that our approach will scale well with the data range. Table 1 shows all of the conditions the participants see during the experiment and the order of execution. The twenty participants in the study (See Section 5.3.2) were assigned to four blocks, with each block including five participants, as shown in the four rows in the Participant column. Each participant saw all encoding approaches and the four encodings were ordered in a Latin square design; the order is shown in the second column in balanced order of the four visual encoding approaches: SplitVectors, Linear, Log, and Textual Display.
Experimental Design
Trial Order
Using each of the four encodings, each participant performed eight sub-tasks with 8 different datasets, as shown in the third column in Table 1 . Each participant saw half mono and half stereo conditions of the eight listed conditions. The physicist suggested using the range of power four magnitude differences, where most regions of interest are represented. Here, numerical values of 0 to 3 mean that the dynamic range is the same (0) or differed by 10 1 , 10 2 or 10 3 . These eight conditions are randomly ordered. Therefore, each participant performs 32 subtasks under each task condition or 96 tasks for all three task conditions. We have carefully selected 96 datasets (see Section 5.3.3) for these tasks so that no participant sees the same data twice to avoid learning effects.
Participants
Twenty participants (16 male and 4 female) of mean age 25.2 (standard deviation = 5.0) participated in the study. Their majors were: three in physics, five in mechanical engineering, one in math, three in chemistry, one in materials engineering, three in electrical engineering, and four in computer science. All participants have normal or corrected-to-normal vision. The four females were placed in each of the four blocks in Table 1 .
Dataset Selection
We carefully selected the data to avoid introducing a confounding factor of dataset difficulty. We generated 1,000 samples of quantum-dot simulation results and then selected a subset of 96 from datasets for use in the study.
A random walk with box size of 5 Â 3 Â 3 (black box in Fig. 2 ) was used to create the 1,000 random samples. There were 445 to 455 vector sampling locations in each selected data region.
The 96 datasets satisfy the following conditions. We require answers to be at locations where context information is available, i.e., they cannot be at the boundary of the selected region. We also disallow repetition to avoid learning effects: no data can be re-used for the same participant. Since data must include a broad measurement: for each task, we selected the magnitude from each exponential term exactly once in order to have a balanced design. We represented the exponent of the minimum data by 0, so that the range of the exponential terms was from 0 to 3. This lets us observe the effects related to hypothesis H1 where we want to measure the sensitivity of our technique to the data range.
For task 1 (What is the magnitude at point A?), point A is near the center of the data, meaning that its x, y, and z coordinates are in the range ½À1=3; 1=3 of the center of the bounding box in the selected region. There were four instances per visualization method for each of the two display conditions, either stereo or mono (4 Â 4 Â 2 ¼ 32 trials). Of the four instances, one dynamic range for each magnitude from 10 0 to 10 4 is used. For task 2 (What is the ratio between the vectors at points A and B?), points are near the center of the dataset volume, and there are four instances per visualization method (4 Â 4 Â 2 ¼ 32 trials). Difference in speed between query points is in range [1:1 Â Min magnitude , 0:9 Â Max magnitude ].
For task three (Which magnitude is larger, point A or point B?), points near the center of the dataset volume are selected, so that enough contextual information is available. There are four instances per visualization method (4 Â 4 Â 2 ¼ 32 trials). Differences in speed between query points are in range Max magnitude Â ½0:2; 0:5, where Max magnitude is the maximum speed for that specific data volume.
Procedure and Other Factors
Participants first completed an Institutional Review Board (IRB) consent form and pre-questionnaire on their demographic information and background in quantum physics simulations and computer use. Participants were then trained on the four approaches and the stereoscopic uses. The formal study began, and they went through the 96 trials and interaction events were logged to a data file. Participants completed a post-questionnaire followed by a debriefing. At the beginning of each experiment and at breaks, participants were asked to confirm that they could see the stereo methods properly and were not seeing double images. The supplementary material, which can be found on the Computer Society Digital Library at http://doi.ieeecomputersociety.org/10.1109/ TVCG.2016.2539949, contains the training documents.
For Tasks 1 and 2, where the answers were numerical values and ratios, participants were asked to click a "done" button when they decided on an answer and then type in the answer and select the confidence level on the next screen. They were told they could not go back to see the data after clicking done to avoid confounding the study result by different typing speeds.
The room had natural light and the display was a BenQ GTG XL 2720Z 27" stereoscopic, gamma-corrected display (resolution 1;920 Â 1;080). The stereo rendering was implemented using OpenGL quad-buffered stereo viewed with NVIDIA nVision2.
Participants sat in a standard desk chair. Since they were free to move their head closer or further away; we estimate that the viewing distance varied between 0.3 m and 0.6 m. Participants were required to wear 3D glasses during the study to ensure equal brightness in the mono and stereo conditions. Participants could rotate the data using the trackball interaction; zoom in-out was also supported.
The textual displays are drawn in screen space and used a label placement algorithm [41] to ensure that no labels overlap. An explicit line links each label with the corresponding 3D vector.
RESULTS
In this section, we first show summary statistics and then give a statistical analysis by visual encoding and stereo conditions. 
Overview
We collected 1,920 data points (96 from each of the 20 participants). There are 640 data points from each of the three tasks. All hypotheses were supported except H5 and H7. Our results clearly demonstrate the benefits of our new SplitVectors design in both mono and stereo conditions. SplitVectors reduced error by 10 times and used only 40 percent of overall task completion time for the magnitude reading tasks compared to the traditional linear approach (Fig. 8) . The accuracy of using SplitVectors was about the same as text. Log was the worst: it led to more errors yet the participants' confidences were among the highest. The linear approach worked well when participants judged a single-digit value but the relative errors increased significantly when the data range increased, meaning the log technique was not scalable to data range in discrimination tasks (Fig. 9 ).
Analysis Approaches
We now discuss the details of the analysis including thresholds and significance. Table 2 shows F and p values computed with SAS's general linear model (GLM) procedure. Tukey pairwise comparisons among dependent variables (e.g., stereo, visualization, and ranking) are computed in post-hoc analysis. All error bars represent standard error.
Visual Encoding Versus Time, Relative Error, and Confidence
Relative errors (Figs. 8a, 9a and 10a ). We observed a significant main effect of encoding on relative errors for the discrimination tasks of MAG only. In the MAG tasks, SplitVectors improved accuracy about tenfold over linear and sevenfold compared to log (Fig. 8a) . SplitVectors and text were in the same accuracy group, as tested by Tukey post-hoc analysis.
In the RATIO tasks, linear led to the largest errors (almost double) of the four approaches while log, SplitVectors, and text had similar errors (Fig. 9a) . The lack of significance may be due to the large variances in the data. As expected, all methods worked equally well for COMP, the detection task, leading to lower error rates using all approaches (Fig. 10a) .
Completion time (Figs. 8c, 9c and 10c ). For task completion time, the encoding approach was a significant mean effect in all three tasks (Table 2 ). In the MAG tasks, each of linear and log was in separate Tukey group compared to SplitVectors and text in terms of task completion time (Fig. 8c) . In the RATIO tasks, SplitVectors and text led to longer reading time (Fig. 9c) . For detecting "which is larger" in COMPs, linear required the least time due to its intuitiveness, log and SplitVectors were about the same, and text took the longest perhaps because it took participants some time to read numbers (Fig. 10c) .
Confidence (Figs. 8e, 9e and 10e ). Confidence levels were collected after participants finished each task on a scale of one (least confident) to seven (most confident). Confidence levels revealed that in MAG, participants had about the same confidence when using log and SplitVectors. Text had the highest confidence since data could be read directly; linear had the lowest. In RATIO, log, SplitVectors, and text had about the same confidence level, matching their performance measure in relative error.
It is interesting to note that the rank order and timeaccuracy tradeoffs vary between detection and discrimination tasks. For the MAG discrimination tasks, linear performed the worst in completion time and accuracy (Figs. 8c and 8a) ; but for detection, linear was fastest but did not lead to greater accuracy (Figs. 10c and 9a ).
Stereoscopy versus Time, Relative Error, and Confidence
The stereo effect was significant only in the detection task COMP of determining which one is larger ( Table 2 and Figs. 8 bdf, 9 bdf and 10 bdf). Stereo also reduced relative errors on average by one, meaning doubled accuracy in the absolute values, for the relatively difficult RATIO task (Fig. 9b) . Also note that the standard error in the mono condition is much larger than in the stereo condition, meaning that participant performance was more consistent in stereo in RATIO (Fig. 9b ). Stereo and mono worked about equally well in the first "magnitude" task, with stereo marginally better than mono (Fig. 8b ).
Sensitivity Analyses in Visual Encoding
We focus on the first two discrimination tasks, MAG and RATIO. We aggregate stereo and mono conditions, since we saw no significant main effect of stereo in accuracy measures. Fig. 11 shows the results of our sensitivity analysis, varying the relative error uncertainty from 10 to 50 percent in increments of 10 percent. Log and linear are most sensitive to errors in both discrimination tasks. Fig. 12 shows the sensitivity of these methods to the exponents in the data, since we would expect them to work about equally well for numerical values within a certain range but not equally well for large values. We can observe that linear worked very well for smaller values and then decayed quickly as the data values increased. Log was about equally poor and SplitVectors and Text were about equally insensitive to data input. This trend holds for both tasks.
Subjective Preferences and Comments
Preferences and comments were collected in the post-questionnaire and preferences were also rated from 1 to 7. We asked for preferences related to effectiveness and explained that effectiveness means how well a method helped accomplish a task. These results generally correlate with the performance data.
In the MAG tasks, participants preferred SplitVectors (mean score of 6) and text (6.45), compared to mean scores of 2.7 and 3.5 for linear and log approaches Fig. 13 . Participants commented that for linear methods, they relied more on interaction and stereo helped more as well. Most participants still preferred SplitVectors, though they found linear more intuitive, commenting that if the vector chosen is lined up with the view or with others, the tasks became easier. Many took a stepwise approach in SplitVectors interpretation, though they had not been trained to do so: they first compared the power and then if needed looked into the inner cylinder for the digits term. Participants liked using log for detection since the scene was not very cluttered. Many commented that they disliked the text since it quickly cluttered the screen.
DISCUSSION
This section discusses the design knowledge we can glean from our hypothesis testing and factors influencing our design and ability to address these factors. Most importantly, we also address reuse of our technique in other applications and tasks.
Visual Marks for Quantitative Visualization
H1. For large-range data in discrimination tasks, SplitVectors can lead to more accurate readings than linear and log approaches, especially for large-range values in discrimination tasks.
[supported].
H2. For small dynamic range data, SplitVectors and linear methods are likely to show similar accuracy, while log will lead to the least accurate answers due to its nonlinear nature.
H7. For detection tasks, all encoding approaches will perform equally well. [not supported].
H1 is supported (Table 2 and Fig. 8a ). We found that this SplitVectors design allowed about 10 times more precise numerical readings in about half of the task completion time compared to the traditional linear approach, and can achieve about the same precision as reading text.
H2 is also supported (Fig. 12) The same figures also show that SplitVectors is least sensitive to data range and is thus scalable to any range datasets.
H7 is not supported (Fig. 10c. ) Linear has the advantage over all other approaches in task completion time. None of other factors were significant. H1 and H2 show that our SplitVectors design is quite suitable to discrimination tasks. Results from all three hypotheses about the encoding, H1, H2, and H7, suggest that interpreting SplitVectors also needs some mental effort to get the correct answer. Compared to log, we should still use SplitVectors since the mental effort of interpreting log does not necessarily produce more correct answers.
Our technique is along the same lines as showing novel glyphs and our experimental validation shows that our technique worked well, at least for the discrimination tasks in large range data. Our research was inspired by recent developments in scientific visualization that have embraced novel encodings, such as "flow radar glyphs" [23] , in which both uncertainty and flow directions are emphasized in lowfidelity glyphs, i.e., glyphs that were not direct plots of the original flow field. These results demonstrate that there might be value in considering presenting vector fields to address task scenarios rather than a direct visualization of the vectors.
Visual encoding methods can be studied more extensively in VE settings where more immersion is involved. Our qualitative evaluation in stereo conditions offers new insights that focus not only on high-fidelity length mapping but also on data-centric encoding to support new usage scenarios, in our case discrimination tasks in immersive metrology. We anticipate our technique will be useful in other fields such as biomedical data visualization for accurate diagnosis to immersive metrology in which tasks are not just about perceiving large patterns but also concern quantitative discrimination. H3 is supported given that we saw no differences in mono and stereoscopic conditions as shown in Figs. 8d, 9d , and 10d. The aggregated analysis of error sensitivity provided evidences that our new approach worked equally well regardless of data range conditions (Figs. 11 and 12 ).
Stereoscopic Effects
H6 is only partially supported: the stereo led to higher preference ratings but the effect was not significant. This matches the results on H5 in that preferences follow users' confidence about their answers.
H8 is also supported as shown in Figs. 10b, 10d , and 10f. The significant effect of stereoscopy was observed in the detection tasks for comparing which vector is larger (Fig. 10b) .
These results on stereoscopic conditions need to be interpreted carefully on a task basis. A first and direct explanation for the lack of significance in MAG might be that that task did not need stereo as participants could see both points clearly. In other words, stereo and mono worked equally well. A second reason might be that the sample size was relatively small. The third reason is related to consistency in participants' results. We think these three reasons are applicable to different task conditions.
In RATIO, both the second and the third explanations apply, as we did observe that participants' errors were reduced by half in stereo and participant performance was more consistent in the stereo condition. The lack of significance arose mainly because participants were less consistent in the mono condition. Since RATIO requires more analytical steps than the two other tasks, we suggest that stereoscopy would be of more benefit in more difficult and cognitive demanding task conditions.
For the detection tasks of COMP, stereo improved accuracy. The strong effect of stereoscopy can be explained by the third reason in terms of consistency in participant performance. Both mono and stereo worked equally well. An interesting next step would be to compare these techniques with other display factors, such as those related to immersion and tracking.
Confidence
H4. For discrimination tasks, users' confidence level will be greatest in SplitVectors and text.
H5. For discrimination tasks, users' confidence level will be greater in stereo than mono. [Not supported].
H4 is supported as shown in Figs. 8e, 9e , and 10e. It is worth noting that log also led to higher confidence levels despite leading to higher error rate. This result suggests that designers should avoid log at all cost if possible.
H5 is not supported . Figs. 8f, 9f , and 10f show that all mono and stereo conditions led to about the same levels of confidence. The explanation could be that our tasks are quite complicated that the advantages of stereo become diminished.
Confidence can have at least two meanings. The confidence in our experiment was measured in terms of the fidelity of the participants' answers to the true answers, since we asked them to be as precise as possible. Another type of confidence would be confidence with a certain range of uncertainty. For example, in discrimination tasks of MAG and RATIO, a physicist might have high uncertainty about where the data would be in the range of 10 to 14, and thus might give a final answer of 12. Her or his uncertainty about the answer would be 100 percent in this case. We suspect this is why the study in Trafton et al. [16] suggested that scientists infer (precise) quantitative values based on (imprecise) qualitative information: partially because quantitative visualization was not available and also because scientists had an already established range of uncertainty.
The second type of uncertainty in confidence is interesting and yet is rarely considered in empirical studies. Such uncertainty is omnipresent in sciences and scientists often make judgments with this uncertainty in mind. This is true in medical sciences as well, since diagnostic accuracy reaches 80 percent, partially due to inaccurate human perception. This might be among the reasons that the data-driven sciences need more accurate interpretations of results needed.
Expanding Information-rich VEs for Knowledge Discovery in Sciences
IRVEs are used to integrate research in information visualization, scientific visualization, and VEs in order to help users visualize numbers and extract scientific insights. Interestingly, many information visualization papers lack a strong tie to application sciences, reporting instead completely new representations of datasets with certain characteristics. In scientific visualization, completely new representations are rare and efforts to improve existing ones in combination with application sciences are much more common [19] . IRVE research has been unable to use novel information visualization research results and is also rarely tied to application sciences. This study may suggest a new research agenda for IRVEs that stresses tight integration to applications to assist quantitative tasks to help scientists develop a more precise understanding of their models through the use of encodings.
One important issue is maximizing reuse of our technique in other domains. Reuse is possible partially due to overlapping task spaces in many application domains. This point is evidenced by the task formation approaches of task consolidation [42] so that low-level task study results are applicable to high-level cognitive tasks [43] . The other way is to consider specificity by considering when, who, and what [44] , to add nuances to encoding design to improve affordances [45] suitable to application domains. For example, one might want to use arrow-sphere glyphs instead of cylinder-cylinder ones to better differentiate the digit and the exponent terms in the SplitVectors magnitude encoding. One can also emphasize the exponent term to show the magnitude range distribution.
Learning Effects
A measure that would be interesting to obtain from this study is the learning effect: how easily can one learn novel encoding approaches? There are two learning phases, the first occurs in the training, while the second occurs the empirical study itself to see how accuracy and efficacy improve over time. Our study could not measure the second effect due to the experimental design, but we did make some observations during training.
Participant training took from 40 to 50 minutes, including the time to fill out an entrance questionnaire and background survey and to take two short exams testing math to confirm understanding of logarithmic and SplitVectors design. The training was longer than most empirical studies in VEs but comparable to many measures in VIS field the authors have previously conducted. The overall time is still less than 2.5 hours in the study by Forsberg et al [15] . One reason for the longer training time was the many empirical conditions in this study and also that users needed to get familiar with the stereoscopic glasses. Another reason could be that participants needed to learn the tasks. Our goal was to measure experts' performance to ensure the validation of our empirical study. A desirable characteristic for visual marks would be that users can simply walk up and start using a visualization. The linear approach is apparently more direct and required the least training to interpret the results. For our collaborators, learning new techniques is never an issue and our study did demonstrate that, once familiar with the tasks, participants were able to accomplish them successfully. Most participants found the experiment quite enjoyable and instructive; some of them returned to run more studies with us.
When to Use Quantitative Measures?
The workflow in the physics domain of study includes both quantitative and qualitative tasks, and thus VE techniques fitting both scenarios will be most appropriate. Many new task scenarios and questions can be addressed with our new SplitVectors design, for example, whether simulation results differ in different experiments, the range of the differences, and the cause of those differences. Another use would be hypothesis testing, where the hypothesis is a tentative explanation that accounts for a set of explicit numerical discrimination and can be tested by further visual exploration. Our method can support scientific explanation with great accuracy.
Future Work
There are several ways to extend this research.
Encoding orientation. Our goal in this article is to design and validate a new glyph encoding to show large-range magnitudes. The logical next step is to study whether or not such a technique will be effective for tasks that require users to interpret both orientation and magnitude. Since physicists are interested in orientation similarity, a useful approach is to apply an orientation clustering algorithm to show orientation similarity and treat the orientation as categorical information. In that study, it will be important to consider how different glyph properties may interact with each other, i.e., by taking into account design principles relevant to integral and separable visual dimension and channel composition.
Tracking and immersion. Another research direction is to take into account kinetic cues and study the effects of tracking on the results. Immersion may also help data understanding through embodiment which can be further studied as well.
Environmental Factors
The study preparation involved a task parameter tuning phase whose objective was to select appropriate testing conditions. Through iterative testing we ultimately selected datasets and points for the tasks where applicable using the criteria stated in the previous sessions.
Dataset condition. We ran a series of pilot studies to determine parameters for the independent variables in visualization method, data complexity, and tasks, as well as the stereo display setup. In pilot studies we used both the real physical simulation data and data used in the Forsberg study, to balance two conditions of user expertise and regularity of the field; we found no differences and thus used the real data. Data density would have an impact on task performance, and generally more complex data would worsen the task performance. We chose to follow Forsberg et al. and use one density.
Interaction. A highly interactive system allows many usage patterns, more training, and the development of different strategies by users. These factors can be usefully studied only after we understand the effectiveness of new visualization design. Because our main interest here was visual performance on our new design, we minimize user interaction and suggest this direction as future work.
CONCLUSION
This paper describes new tasks in metrology and a new encoding design, as well as results in terms of design guidelines for understanding inferences in visual marks and stereoscopy. Our work extends the literature by designing visual encoding approaches that facilitate analytical tasks in VEs beyond just seeing patterns. This type of change discrimination is important in many other scientific visualization uses in VEs such as in-situ simulations. Our design recommendations are:
Stereo is preferred and is more important for relatively complicated tasks or tasks requiring spatial understanding. For real-world applications where mixed task scenarios arise, stereo is also recommended.
For discrimination tasks of reading large-range data, use SplitVectors if possible, especially for very large data. The linear method leads to large errors. Avoid using log for discrimination tasks, as it leads to large error rates coupled with high user confidence. For detection tasks, use linear if the task needs speed. Almost all measured techniques are equally accurate.
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